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\textbf{ABSTRACT} King Ashoka was the greatest emperor of the Mauryan dynasty. He was great protection of Buddhism, art and architecture. This article is about to cover the life of King Ashoka, how he follows and spreads the teachings of Buddhism and dhamma. There were many great emperors in Indian history who inscribed their names in the golden letters of history and Ashoka was one of those rulers. Many writers have analyzed the life and career of King Ashoka but this article tries to analyze how he (Ashoka) started his career and achieved success. It also emphasizes the law of King Ashoka and the protection of art and architecture in his area. This article also seeks to discuss the protection of King Ashoka’s Buddhism. He sent his own son and girl to Sri Lanka to spread Buddhism.

\section*{Introduction}
Ashoka was one of India’s greatest kings. He was Bindusara’s son and Chandragupta Maurya’s grandson. He was the Maurya dynasty’s third emperor. He has played an important role in Indian history. Ashoka the Great is another name for him. He was not only a great conqueror but also a capable administrator. From his forefather, Ashoka inherited not only a vast empire but also a new system of administration organized by Chanakya. Following the Kalinga War, he introduced a new theory of kingship in order to change the administration system. He founded the administration system on the principle of social welfare.

There are few records in the annals of kingship comparable to that of Ashoka as a man and ruler. Historians have introduced comparisons between him and other distinguished monarchs in history, from east to west, ancient to modern periods, to highlight the chief features of his greatness. He worked hard to improve his subject’s religion and spiritual standing. He desired that the people of the world follow the path of truth, love, and nonviolence in the days of the world’s greatness and glory. Ashoka converts to Buddhism, assisting in its transformation from a local to a global religion. He recalls his empire and, to some extent, the manner in which he administered it, with his edicts rugged, uncouth, and full of repetition. He supported art and architecture, including the installation of many Dharmastambhas, or moral pillars.

\section*{Early life and career of Ashoka}
In 304 BC, the second head of the Maurya Tradition, Bindusara, invited a child into the world. The child’s mother Dharma was just an everyday person, and he had a few more established relatives. This child was named Ashoka Bindusara Maurya. Ashoka grew up to be an intense, problematic and merciless youngster. He was incredibly enamored with hunting; as indicated by Vedic legend, he even killed a lion utilizing just a wooden stick. His more seasoned stepbrothers dreaded Ashoka, and persuaded his dad to post him as general too far off boondocks of the Mauryan Realm. Ashoka demonstrated a capable general, logical much to his siblings’ consternation, placing down an insubordination in the Punjab city of Taxhila.

Mindful that his siblings saw him as an opponent for the lofty position, Ashoka went someplace far off, banished in shame for a long time in the adjoining nation of Kalinga. While there, he experienced passionate feelings for a plebeian, a fisher-lady named Kaurwaki. Bindusara reviewed his child to Maurya following two years to assist with suppressing an uprising in Ujjain, the previous capital of the Avanti Realm. Ashoka succeeded, however was injured in the battle. Buddhist priests watched out for the injured sovereign covertly, so his oldest sibling, the presumptive successor Susima, would not learn of Ashoka’s wounds. Their patient took in the essential fundamentals of Buddhism from them. A lady from Vidisha called Devi additionally went to Ashoka during this period - he experienced passionate feelings for her and wedded her.

In 275 B.C. Bindusara died and after that two-years-in-length battle for the progression Pire emitted among Ashoka and his stepbrothers. The Vedic sources change on the number of Ashoka’s siblings passed on; one says that he killed them all, while another states that he killed a few of them. Regardless, Ashoka won and turned into the third leader of the Mauryan Realm. There are three various practices concerning the parentage of Ashoka. As per the Avadana custom, he was the child of Bindusara by subhadragi, the excellent little girl of a Brahman of Campa. The southern customs make him the child of dhamma, the chief sovereign of Bindusara, who happened to the ksatriya faction of Moriya’s. The Tibetan history specialist Taranatha makes him the child...
of ruler Nemita, sovereign of camparrana. Schiefner in the Subsequent Universal Conflict a withdrawal of the two names Champa and Karna which represent an old city just as a realm toward the east of Magadha. To address the dad of Ashoka as having ruled at Champa is an independently daring modification of chronicled truth. Ceylon custom (as narrated in the dipavamsa and the mahavamsa) makes Bindusara the spouse of sixteen wives and 101 children of whom just three are named, viz. Sumana,(susima as indicated by the northern legends) is the oldest, Ashoka, and tishya (uterine brother of Ashoka ) the most youthful child. As indicated by the Ceylonese annals Ashoka was his dad’s emissary at Avanti wherefrom he went to Taxila to smother defiance. The Ashokasutra and Kunalasura, then again make him start his authoritative profession at Gandhara. The north and the south hence separately make a case for the honor of having been administered by the future Chakravartin. anything that might be J. Przyulskis understanding, to us the core of the Ceylonese record is perhaps sooner than the other story since Gandhara become a fortress of Buddhism at a lot later date, while the Ceylonese record depends on customs springing from places like Besnagar, Ssnachi and Ujjayini and the island of Ceylon itself. notably, during the hour of Ashoka the course from Pataliputra to Barygaza went through Kausambi, Bidisha, and Ujjayini; and custom attests that it is from Barygaza that the early route showed up in Ceylon. It is along these lines conceivable that anything that could have been nearby improvement around the Ceylonese annals on the Buddhist front, the political data accumulated in it perhaps dates from the hour of Ashoka himself and its comes initially from the settle Pataliputra. However the magnificent capital was likewise associated with a course of Gandhara, it was anything but a focal point of Buddhism during the hour of the ruler, as kausumbi had been. We are educated that while at avanti he wedded the little girl of a marcent at Vedisagiri Devi by name. The Mahabodhivamsa calls her Medisamahavi and as having a place with the sakya tribe, after it had moved from Kapilavastu and settled at Vidisha under the strain of Vidudabha. Devi was hence the principal spouse of Ashoka and she may have embedded the primary start of Buddhism in him. Ashoka subsequently becomes the auditorium of Ashoka’s initial political movement. The samantapasadika keeps up with that he was not the emissary of Avanti, but rather that the realm of Ujjayini was attached by him. Here obviously we have a reverberation of the northern custom that makes him start his vocation in Gandhara and interfaces him with Avanti at a later piece of his profession. Accession and coronation There was a time span four years between his increase to the privileged position and formal crowning ceremony if we might put stock in the Ceylon annals. The speculation about a challenged progression may maybe clarify this. A more likely clarification recommended is that the crowning ordinance of a ruler should anticipate his twenty-fifth year, as pointed in the engraving of the Kalinga lord Kharavela, so Ashoka probably climbed the lofty position when he was around 21 years old. Yet, this idea, as currently disclosed is by all accounts gone against by custom, if we might have confidence in it. As per it Ashoka climbed the lofty position at thirty and been blessed at 34. The reality of stretch existing between his increase and crowning ceremony is by all accounts showed in a manner in the proclamations which the lord consistently cautious to date from his Avisheka, royal celebration, as though to guarantee that it ought not to be mistaken for promotion. Now we go into a most questionable mark of Ashokan history. The Ceylonese Mahavamsa states-when he (Ashoka) had killed his 99 siblings brought into the world of various mothers, prevailed upon the unified power all jambudipa. Be it realized that 200 and eighteen years had passed from the Nibbana of the expert unto Ashoka’s crowning ordinance. Four years after the popular (Ashoka) had won for himself the unified sway, he blessed himself as a lord in the city of Pataliptra. As indicated by the Mahaparinibbana date decides previously, Ashoka’s crowning celebration occurred in 269/8 B.C, and his increased in 273/2 B/C. The Ceylonese account has been assailed mainly on the following grounds- As respects, Mookerjiis view that his proclamations being dated in the time of his crowning ordinance shows that there was a hole between his increase and royal celebration, it could be brought up that the Nagarjun slope cave engraving of Dasharatha, Ashoka’s grandson, is likewise dated similarly and there is not any justification to imagine that this occasion didn’t match with his going to the high position and that some period probably slipped by between them. It is by all accounts a fact that the grave sanctification, or royal celebration, of Ashoka was postponed for around four years after his increase in B.C. 273 and it is conceivable that the long deferral might have been because of debate progressions including a lot of carnage, however, there is no autonomous proof such battle. The realm won by Chandragupta had passed unblemished to his child Bindusara, and when after the pass of a fourth of a century, the staff was again sent from the hand of Bindusara to those of his child Ashoka, it appears to be far-fetched that a delayed battle was expected to guarantee the progression to a privileged position too settled and domain so solidly united. The valid records give no clue that Ashoka’s quietness was upset by interior upheaval however actually show him as completely ace in his domain, providing orders for execution in the most far-off territories with wonderful certainty that they would have complied. As contrary to the above, a gathering of current antiquarians doesn’t acknowledge the conceivable outcomes of a conflict of progression. As per them, the Buddhist needed to demonstrate Ashoka to be a barbarous and unfeeling man at the beginning of his life. They needed to show the significance of Buddhism which changed a fierce and insensitive Ashoka into an image of adoration and love. Other than this the engravings of Ashoka don’t refer to the conflict of progression and the demise of his siblings before his siblings and sister lived in Pataliputra and adjoining regions during his rule. Various accomplishments of Ashoka Ashoka acquired a huge realm from his archetype to which he personally added the Kalinga country. The revelation of his bilingual record written in both Greek and Aramaic in Kandahar and one more epigraph written
in Aramaic content on the northern bank of Kabul stream close to Jelalabad demonstrated that his realm incorporated the Paropanisadase (Hindukush), aria (heart), Arachosiai (Kandahar), and furthermore obviously Gedrosia (Balusistan), which as indicated by the exemplary authors, were surrendered to Chandragupta by Seleucus. During the initial thirteen years of his rule Ashoka adhered to the customary arrangement of his archetypes. He broadened the regional furthest reaches of his domain however with the unfamiliar nations and powers he kept up with relations of friendship and warmth. Ashoka had not to apply in the circle of success as the majority of the spaces had as of now been repressed by his archetype, viz. Bindusara and Chandragupta. From his very youth he was terminated with the creative mind of conveying fire and blade all through the alcove and corner of India. For the acknowledgment of this point he vanquished Kashmir and Kalinga. The Kalinga campaign had such a profound effect upon his brain that he was completely a changed king.

Triumph of Kalinga

While the early piece of Ashoka’s rule was very murderous, he turned into a devotee of the Budha’s instructing after his triumph of Kalinga on the east shoreline of India in the present-day territories of Orissa and North Beachfront Andhra Pradesh. Kalinga was an express that valued its swayy and popular government. With its monarchical parliamentary majority rules system, it was a significant exemption in antiquated Bharata where there existed the idea of Rajadharma. Rajadharma implies the obligation of the rulers, which was naturally weaved with the idea of boldness and Kshatriya dharma. The Kalinga War happened eight years after his crowning liturgy. From his thirteenth engraving, we come to realize that the fight was a gigantic one and caused the passings of more than 100,000 warriors and numerous regular folks who ascribed in safeguard; more than 150,000 were expelled. At the point when he was strolling through the grounds of Kalinga after his triumph, cheering in his triumph, he was moved by the number of bodies tossed there and the moans of the friends and relatives of the dead.

Ashokan Dhamma

Ashoka was the primary ruler of the Maurya Tradition who acknowledged Buddhism as his religion as well as set up it as his state religion. Ashoka followed his very own strict approach and is recalled by any kind of family down the line for his arrangement of “Dhamma” or “Law of Devotion. In the wake of changing over into Buddhism, Ashoka dispersed the lessons and information on the Buddhist sacred texts. He generally had confidence in ethics and standards and had high goals throughout everyday life. These came to be known as Dhamma of Sovereign Ashoka.

“Dharma” is the Prakrit form of the Sanskrit word “Dharma” and Ashoka’s Dharma is a philosophical substance that featured on the high goals and profound illumination as a key to a fruitful life. At the point when Column Declaration II was deciphered, it portrayed the “center way” the way to edification through Dharma that Buddha instructed in his first message. Ashoka yearned for an agreeable climate where everybody could coincide calmly regardless of their rank ideology and religion. A portion of his beliefs was to disregard war and spread harmony, stop creature penances, regard elderly folks, aces dealing with slaves people, advance vegetarianism, and so on These beliefs whenever followed effectively drove one to a more significant level of living and one could at long last accomplish “nirvana”. As a capable lord, Ashoka took up the drive and presented government assistance programs for the subjects, which was additionally one of the approaches of his “Dhamma”. Ashoka delegated Dhamma Mahamattas who were essentially officials caring for the spread of these standards across Ashoka’s realm. Ashoka spread the standards of Dhamma in India as well as in nations like Sri Lanka, Burma, and other southeast Asian countries.

Ashoka’s strict strategy of “Dhamma” had cut out an extremely durable spot for him in the specialty of antiquated Indian history. Anyway, there is a sharp contention among the antiquarians about the strict approach of “Dhamma” and they have advanced a few inquiries in regards to the genuine person of Dhamma and its relationship with Buddhism. Antiquarians have characterized that Ashoka’s religion and his connection with Dhamma were not quite the same as one another. They have likewise added that Ashoka’s relationship with the high standards of Buddhism was progressive and not an unexpected result of the drive. Since the stone decrees of Ashoka don’t give any data about the
relationship of Dhamma with Buddhism, students of history are at the fluctuation in regards to this point. Also, Ashoka in his proclamations doesn’t refer to the name of any Buddhist priest or any master or educator who showed him the way for Illumination. Nonetheless, one of the rudimentary inquiries is the order of Ashoka’s proclaiming of Dhamma. As indicated by Bhandarkar, Ashoka turned into a Buddhist in the ninth year of his rule, the year after the victory of Kalinga. In any case, different researchers affirm his connection towards Buddhists. Bongard Levin anyway finished up a basic investigation of the confirmations accumulated from Rock declaration XIII. As indicated by him, Ashoka’s own connection towards Buddhism and his spread of the goals of Dhamma are totally unique in relation to each other. By and by Ashoka was a big-hearted ruler who followed the obligations of an optimal lord prior to accepting Buddhism. "Dhamma” didn’t impact the individual religion followed by Ashoka.

Art and architecture philanthropy
The rule of Ashoka is likewise associated with the advancement of craftsmanship and engineering. Thousand of Stupas and Viharas were developed during his time. His engravings are an important record of Indian engineering. Numerous Dharma-Stambhas or, the mainstays of profound quality were additionally arranged by Ashoka. It is said that 84000 Stupas were built during the reign of Ashoka in better places in his province and onboard. These Stupas had the strong domical construction of stone or blocks laying on a round base encompassed by a plain of ornamented stone railing, having at least one door. The Stupas had strict holiness. Chinese explorer Fe-hien liked the design of the Stupas. At present, the Stupas of Sanchi close to Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh) is the most unmistakable among all. The breadth of these Stupas is 3.50 meters and stature around 23.23 meters and the weighty stone railing encompassing the stupas is 23.30 meters tall. Structure the Fe-hien depiction, we know that Ashoka assembled the stupas Taxila, srinagar, kapilabastu, Banaras, Ayodha, proyag, and Kannauj moreover.

Ashoka’s Inscriptions
The engravings give adequate dependable information about the rule of Ashoka. His engravings are found on the rocks, and the columns dissipated from the Himalayas to Mysore and Orissa to Kathiawar. The object of his engravings is strict and moral. Comprehensively talking these engravings can be isolated into three classifications. The classifications can be referenced as rock order, column orders, and cavern engravings.

Rockedicts
The stone declarations might be additionally arranged into a few heads like the minor stone proclamations, fourteen stone orders, Kalinga rock orders and Bhabru rock decree. The rock edicts may be further classified into several heads such as the minor rock edicts, fourteen rock edicts, Kalinga rock edicts and Bhabru rockedict.

Minor rock edicts
These stone orders have a place with 258 or 257 B.C. They are of two kinds. One kind of minor stone proclamation can be found in Shabhaz area of Bihar at Sahasram in Bairat locale of Rajasthan, and furthermore Rupnath in Jabalpur region. The minor stone decrees of the other sort have been found at Brahmagiri in Mysore and at Ramshivaram. The first edify us with the individual existence of Ashoka while the second contains a code of ethics.

Fourteen rock edicts-
These have been found at the accompanying spots. V.i.z. Shabhazgarhi in Peshawar area, Mansera in Hazara region, Kalsi in Dehradun, Girnar close to Junagarh, Sopara in Thane region, Dhauli in Puri region, Jangarh in Ganjam locale, and Ira Gurhi in Karnal region. These stone decrees have a place with 257 or 256 B.C. These toss a flood light on the moral and political strategies of Ashoka. Rock decrees xiii is generally significant and extended of this multitude of orders. It gives a distinctive depiction of the Kalinga war and the difference at the top of the priority list which Ashoka went through resulting in this conflict. It is likewise the significant one according to the authentic perspective. Two Kalinga rock orders can be found at places called Dhauli and Jangarh. These engravings have a place with 256 B.C. These stone decrees allude to the authoritative frameworks through which individuals of Kalinga and other outskirts states ought to be directed. Bhabru rock decree: This stone order was set close to Virat in Jaipur state. Dr. Smith fixes its date from 258 to 257 B.C. In this engraving, Ashoka communicated or rather admitted his confidence in the Buddha, Dharma and the Samgha. He additionally alludes to seven instances of Buddhism which were dear to him and he wanted that his subjects ought to likewise follow them.

Pillar edicts
The column declarations might be additionally arranged into three classes. The name can be referenced as seven-column declarations, two dedicatory column engravings, and four minor column proclamations.

Seven pillar edicts
These have been found at six spots. Two-column orders have been found in Delhi. The seven-column declarations have been found at Meerut, Prayag, Ambala region and furthermore in Champaran and so on. The column declarations tell individuals of the Ashoka towards individuals and the engendering of Dharma also.

Two commemorative pillar inscriptions
These engravings have been found in the Terai of Nepal at Rumnindai and Nigilava towns. These portray Ashoka’s Dharmayatras and the heavenly places of Buddhism. These engravings have a place with 246 B.C.

Four minor pillar edicts
Two of these minor column orders have been found at Sanchi and the other two have been found at Prayag. These engravings were given to eliminate the distinctions of Buddhism.

Cave inscriptions
The cavern engravings are three in number and have been found in the Barabar slopes. These depict Ashoka strategy of lenience and noble cause. These engravings have a place from 257 to 250 B.C.

Demise and descendants:
Ashoka governed for an expected forty years. After his demise, the Mauryan tradition endured only fifty additional years. Ashoka had many spouses and kids, yet a large number of their names are lost to time.
Mahinda and Sanghamitra were twins brought into the world by his first spouse, Devi, in the city of Ujjain. He had shared with them the occupation of making his state religion, Buddhism, more famous across the known and the obscure world. Mahinda and Sanghamitra went into Sri Lanka and changed over the King, the Queen and their kin to Buddhism. They were normally not taking care of state undertakings after him.

In his advanced age, he appears to have gone under the spell of his most youthful spouse Tishyaraksha. It is said that she had got his child Kunala, the official in Takshashila, dazed by a wily trick. The authority killers saved Kunala and he turned into a meandering vocalist joined by his darling spouse Kanchanamala. In Patliputra, Ashoka hears Kunala’s melody and understands that Kunala’s incident might have been a discipline for some past transgression of the sovereign himself and sentences Tishyaraksha to death, reestablishing Kunala to the court. Kunala was prevailed by his child, Samprati, however, his standard didn’t keep going long after Ashoka’s demise.

The rule of Ashoka Maurya could undoubtedly have vanished into history as the ages cruised by, and would have had he not left behind a record of his preliminaries. The declaration of this shrewd lord was found as wonderfully etched columns and rocks with an assortment of activities and lessons he wished to be distributed scratched into the stone.

In the year 185 BC, around fifty years after Ashoka’s passing, the last Maurya ruler, Brhadrata, was killed by the president of the Mauryan military, Pusyamitra Sunga, while he was taking the Guard of Honor of his powers. Pusyamitra Sunga established the Sunga administration (185 BC-78 BC) and controlled only a divided piece of the Mauryan Empire. A large number of the northwestern regions of the Mauryan Empire (cutting edge Afghanistan and Northern Pakistan) turned into the Indo-Greek Kingdom.

Conclusion
Ashoka accepted that Buddhism is valuable for all individuals just as creatures and plants, so he fabricated 84,000 stupas, Sangharama, viharas, Chaitya, and homes for Buddhist priests all over South Asia and Focal Asia. He gave gifts to Viharas and Mathas. He sent his main little girl Sanghamitta and child Mahinda to spread Buddhism in Sri Lanka (antiquated name Tamraparni). Ashoka additionally sent numerous noticeable Buddhist priests (bhikshus) Sthaviras like Madhyamik Sthavira to current Kashmir and Afghanistan, Maharaskshit Sthavira to Syria, Persia, Egypt, Greece, Italy and Turkey, Massim Sthavira to Nepal, Bhutan, China and Mongolia. Mahadhadhamarakhita sthavira to Maharashtra, Maharakkhit Sthavira and Yavandhamarakhita Sthavira to South India. Ashoka likewise welcomed Buddhists and non-Buddhists for strict meetings. Ashoka enlivened the Buddhist priests to create the holy strict texts, and furthermore gave a wide range of help keeping that in mind. Ashoka likewise assisted with creating viharas (scholarly center points) like Nalanda and Taxila. Ashoka assisted with developing Sanchi and Mahabodhi Sanctuary. Ashoka never attempted to hurt or to obliterate non-Buddhist religions, and for sure gave gifts to non-Buddhists. As his rule proceeded with his impartiality was supplanted with an exceptional tendency towards Buddhism. Ashoka helped and regarded both Sramans (Buddhist priests) and Brahmins (Vedic priests). Ashoka additionally assisted with getting sorted out the Third Buddhist gathering at Patliputra. It was led by the priest Moggaliputta-Tissa who was the profound educator of the Mauryan Sovereign Ashoka.

In this way, the period of Ashoka was the time of light and delight. He was the main sovereign in mankind’s set of experiences who has shown the illustration of solidarity, harmony, uniformity and love. Ashoka’s point was not to grow the domains but the government assistance of his subjects as a whole (sarvajansukhay). In his immense domain, there was no proof of unmistakable uprising or common conflict. Ashoka was a genuine enthusiast of Peacefulness, harmony and love. This made him unique in relation to another sovereign. Ashoka was likewise kind to detainees and regarded creature life and tree life. Ashoka permitted females to be instructed. He likewise allowed females to enter strict establishments. He permitted female Buddhist Monastics like Bhikkhu. He joined in himself the intricacy of a ruler and the straightforwardness of a Buddhist priest. On account of these reasons he is known as the head, all things considered, and consequently turned into an achievement since the beginning of time.
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